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For Jude Mathurine, New Media
lecturer in the Department of Journalism and Media Studies, the Internet as it was known five years ago, is
fast becoming as antiquated as his
pet typewriter. Today, the Internet has
become an information highway filled
with ever-changing, versatile communication tools
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By Rose Molefe
rivate conversations and congenial chatter milled among the delegates exchanging business cards and ideas at the start
of the event. The Highway hues of black,
orange and white hung dramatically on
the walls and from the ceiling, softened by
gentle lights to compliment the setting at
the Digital Citizen Indaba’s opening dinner
last night.
The composed atmosphere was interrupted when Ronald Jongwe, a poet from
Zimbabwe, recited his song of welcome
without introduction or prior warning.
“A song echoing the voices from Berlin
to Harare! Botswana to Ghana! A song
of African dance and rhythmic elements
representing journalists who gather to
disagree to agree!” Excitement from the
audience rose along with the sound of
his voice, and his use of different African
languages.
The evening was filled with entertainment, professional journalists and mouthwatering food. A Zambian musician,
Lily T, was one of the entertainers for the
evening. She said she was “happy to be
part of the project”. A vibrant Ntirelang
Berman, a musician from Botswana, also
joined the line-up.
Their collaboration instilled a crosscontinental crescendo as they invited
delegates to sing along with the uniting
words: “change your hearts, change your
minds, if we love and care for each other,
we will overcome.”
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Botswana’s folklore musician Ntirelang Berman belts out a tune during the Digital Citizen Indaba opening reception at the
Rhodes University Great Hall. Photo: Madoda Mkobeni
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By Jenna Beyleveld and
Vincent Huck

By Jenna Beyleveld
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Jane Duncan has recently been appointed Highway Africa Chair of Media
and the Information Society. She is also one of the coordinators of this
year’s Digital Citizen Indaba. Photo: Steven Lang

By Lara Salomon
This weekend marks more than just the beginning of
the Highway Africa Conference. Yesterday afternoon,
citizen journalists from around the country gathered
in Grahamstown to attend the fourth Digital Citizen
Indaba (DCI).
Although Highway Africa is aimed at journalists
from all over the continent, citizen journalists sometimes feel ignored. This is where the DCI comes in.
They try to tap into this underappreciated audience
bringing reporters together from all walks of life.
According to the co-ordinators, “our aim is to bring
together bloggers, citizen journalists, media practi-

he theme of the fourth Digital
Citizen Indaba (DCI) is “Digital
Civil Society and Journalism in
Africa”. DCI Coordinator Professor
Jane Duncan says that the aim of the
conference is to “promote new media
usage by citizens”.
The concept document for the event
states that “the main objective of
the Digital Citizen Indaba is to bring
together bloggers, podcasters, vodcasters (video podcasters), mobile
journalists, citizen reporters, new
media practitioners, online industry
experts, and civil society representatives, as citizens who try to empower themselves using new media
technologies”.
Duncan says that there is a divide
between the public and professional
journalists, and “citizen journalism
steps into that gap”. She adds that
the DCI helps to “build citizen skills to
use new media”.
Empowering communities to broadcast digitally allows issues that are
marginalised within mainstream media
to be brought to the fore, such as poverty and environmental matters. Also,
citizens are able to offer a more personal perspective on what is happening within their own communities.

tioners, industry experts and representatives from
civil society all under one roof.”
Elvira van Noort, who co-ordinated this year’s Indaba together with Jane Duncan, has been involved
in three of the previous DCIs. Before this year, the
Indabas looked at a number of technologies, teaching the delegates how to use them to create a
digital voice. However, DCI 2009 will only focus on
successful projects from previous years. Van Noort
explains that “the emphasis is still on creating digital voices, but to also work on making them as loud
as possible”. However, Van Noort explains that trying to raise African voices in digital media may be
difficult because peoples’ communication may

“There is a divide
between the public
and professional
journalists, and citizen
journalism steps into
that gap.”
Citizen journalism projects include
Stop Stock-Outs, an organisation that
notifies citizens of medicine shortages within their areas. Using mapping technology, communities can be
alerted when the medicines that they
require are unavailable, and the health
care system can be held accountable
for this. Other such projects will be
promoted and discussed at this year’s
DCI.
Panels held at the conference include
discussions on communication rights,
the dominance of English as the primary language of communication,
and gender and sexuality representation amongst citizen journalists. The
question of whether how instrumental
citizen journalism is in allowing citizens to gain a voice in digital media,
or whether it is simply reinforcing the
digital divide will also be adressed.

be limited by language barriers on the Internet. As
English is the dominant online language, messages
from a community that speaks kiSwahili will not be
widely understood. According to Van Noort, this
poses a big problem: “Can one have a digital voice
in an indigenous language?”
The Indaba hopes to answer these kinds of questions. The issue has already been raised; Kafusha
Mfula, Elia Varela Serra, and Eduardo Ávila spent
yesterday afternoon specifically discussing language issues. Van Noort also hopes that “when [delegates] return to their community they can find ways
of implementing similar projects to assist in digital
activism and social justice”.

By Annetjie van Wynegaard
Delegates from four regions of Africa; Southern, East, Central and West
Africa, attended The African Editors’
Forum (TAEF) council meeting yesterday at the African Media Matrix at
Rhodes University as part of the Highway Africa Conference activities. Each
region gave a report on the state of
journalism in that area.
Participants were pleased to hear
that Namibia has formed a self-regulating body with a press ombudsman,
and the Ivory Coast has negotiated a
tax exemption for media-related products. However, an increased number
of journalists and editors have been
detained in Niger, and there are frequent attacks on journalists in the
absence of an effective government in
Somalia.
Elizabeth Barratt, treasurer of TAEF,
reported on the meeting TAEF held
with South African President Jacob
Zuma in July 2009 in relation to his role
in the African Union.
Ssemujju Ibrahim Nganda, the
Political Affairs Editor of The Weekly
Observer in Uganda, said that TAEF
asked the African Union for observer
status in their meetings. He also said
that six journalists were released from
prison in Gambia.
Interpreter John Kaninda said that
TAEF is trying to extend its activities
to North Africa for more press freedom on the continent. “Many countries where liberation movements were
active believe that because they were
liberation movements they were entitled to be in charge forever,” Kaninda
said. He said these countries regard
journalists as Eurocentric traitors
advocating the return of white rule.
But Barratt does see scope for
hope. “The editors, by organising and
speaking, produced the possibility of
improving the quality of journalism on
the continent,” she said. “By getting to
know each other we can improve the
way that the stories of Africa are told.”
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By Rose Molefe and
Thandeka Mapi

What are the
challenges of
covering 2010
from an African
perspective?

T

his year’s Highway Africa Conference will be “both a celebration and an interrogation of
journalism and media and their role
in sport, identity and the African agenda”, according to its concept document. A teenager now, the conference
will focus more on the content of news
rather than the technology used to
distribute it.
The big question: how are the African
media going to interpret the gigantic
event that is 2010? How can we distinguish our journalism from foreign journalism? These are the kinds of questions that the conference’s theme,
“Reporting Africa: 2010, Development

and Democracy” should provoke.
“The world cup is coming for the first
time to Africa, we can’t ignore that,”
says Chris Kabwato, Director of Highway Africa. “At the same time, Africa’s
development is facing major challenges considering the world crisis
– the biggest since the great depression in the early 1930s. Finally, the
question of democracy in Africa went
through a new phase as elections take
place all over the continent on a regular basis. The question will then be:
how are we framing this as journalists?
And how should we frame it?”
Kabwato, believes that this year’s
theme is about how to tell our stories
our own way. “African journalists can
offer stories that are more sensitive,
and more in tune with our peoples’

Effa Tembenkongho,
Journalist, Cameroon

Anne-Rachel Inné, Regional
Relations Manager, Niger

Rebecca Wanjiku, Blogger,
Kenya

Brenda Burrell, Information
Activist, Zimbabwe

“I do not see any challenges. The whole world will
come to Africa hoping to
see how Africa will host the
World Cup. It really needs to
be given an African touch.”

“The World Cup is an African
event, which needs all African countries to participate
in it. Infrastructure is still
a challenge though in the
whole continent. In 2010 the
infrastructure needs to meet
the world standards.”

“The main challenge is
security. Many people might
be afraid to come to South
Africa for the World Cup
because of that. However, it
is not the only country facing
the challenge. Even though
there is that challenge, I feel
safer in Johannesburg than
some places in L.A.”

“The country is doing well
so far, but the infrastructure needs to be taken for
a rerun months before the
kick-off. It does not matter how well-equipped our
stadiums are; if people are
not fed, accommodated and
transported, then that is a
real challenge.”

“With relation to sex tourism, South Africa seems
to be very conservative
about this, but it needs to
be open minded about it. Is
the country ready for possible unwanted pregnancies, sexually transmitted
diseases etc?”

should walk away from Highway Africa
energised, “with a renewed belief in the
potential and possibility of journalism
in the development and democracy
agenda”. He believes that if one has the
confidence to tell a story, “the story will
be authentic, because it will be you”.
But the conference is not without its
challenges, one of which is a language
barrier. There is a need to integrate
journalists of different languages, as
some participants come from French
and Portuguese speaking African countries. Kabwato admits that in the past
the conference failed to mix journalists of different languages, but he is
confident that this will be remedied
over time. “This conference is a good
occasion to demystify each other,”
he says.

“We are here to make a difference,”
says Elvira van Noort, coordinator of
the Digital Citizen Indaba (DCI) held at
Rhodes University. Van Noort is from
the Netherlands, where she studied for
her Bachelor and Honours in Journalism at the Hogeschool Utrecht. She
came to South Africa in 2003 on an
exchange programme and completed
her Master’s degree in Journalism and
Media Studies at Rhodes.
Van Noort is interested in mobile
and social media. Because there are
more human rights violations in Africa
than in Holland, “the challenge here
is to use new media and digital activism,” she says. “The DCI has a massive impact on this, because we teach
people practical skills through workshops.” Van Noort added that people
can take the skills that they learn home
with them. “And that makes it worth it.”
Professor Peter Verweij, a senior
Journalism lecturer at the Hogeschool
Utrecht, has been coming to Grahamstown to participate in the Highway
Africa conference for eleven years. He
became involved with the DCI, and this
year he is hosting workshops in multi-

After just a few days in this small Eastern Cape
city, a diverse group of visiting journalists and
media researchers can take home a wide range
of skills and knowledge; this is what makes Highway Africa such a valuable event.
There is plenty of opportunity for media workers to be trained to use new technologies, and
to debate and discuss fresh ideas on using
media for development. Highway Africa has lined
up a robust range of workshops, seminars and
debates to tackle a range of topics and skills.
Journalists working on newspapers can learn to
use the Nika content management system that
aims to simplify the sharing documents in the
newsroom, and veteran SABC journalist Izak Minnaar will run a workshop on using computers and
the Internet for effective research by journalists.

“This conference
is a good occasion to
demystify each other.”
Chris Kabwato
“News is like fish, it goes
bad quickly.”
Admire Mare
“We need more
content from citizens to
minimise the negative
stereotypes about the
African continent, and
blogging can break
the bad image about
Africa.”
Elia Varela Serra
“The emphasis is still on
creating digital voices,
but to also work on
making them as loud as
possible.”
Elvira van Noort

By Annetjie van Wynegaard

By Juliana Jangara

Chem-Langhee Bifon,
Student, Cameroon

hopes, dreams and even nightmares,”
Kabwato went on to explain that, “it is
not about shying away from the truth
and our challenges, but being committed to our people.”
Kabwato hopes that a range of stories will be told; stories that are not just
about the game, but also about the
people who will never get to see the
stadiums or a live match, or the man
who drags his television into his garden to share the sport with his neighbours. These are perspectives that
may be difficult for foreign journalists
to capture, and will make the 2010
story our own. “Good journalists have
got a sense of context, they immerse
themselves in the life around them”,
he says.
The Director says that journalists

“By getting to know
each other we can
improve the way that
the stories of Africa are
told.”
Elizabeth Barratt
“Good journalists have
got a sense of context,
they immerse themselves
in the life around them.”
Chris Kabwato

media reporting, training journalists to
use digital media.
Verweij is interested in Africa because
it is so different to Europe. “There is
more space to show initiative”, he
says. Verweij also sees working in
Africa as a challenge. He loves our
continent, because “it is so colourful”,
and because he can see how things
are improving. “The future for Africa
is mobile, either through computers or
cell phones,” he says.

“Certainly in our
part of the world
we can’t ignore traditional media.”
Brett Davidson

Left: Elvira van Noort
Right: Peter Verweij
Photos: Paul Greenway

The Ujima Project, which supports the investigative work of African journalists, will be officially
launched. The project is a collection of databases, documents and other information aiming
to hold governments, multinationals and NGOs
accountable for their working and spending.
A must for media researchers is the workshop
titled 2010 Research Opportunities, which will
present opportunity for researchers to explore
possible research collaborations and discuss
other research covering events such as the Fifa
World Cup.
For vigorous debate, sign up for the panel discussion on Increasing ICT real estate in African
media. This discussion will tackle the question of
why African media do not give a prominent space
to technology issues.
To sign up for workshops visit the workshops
desk at Eden Grove or email j.jangara@ru.ac.za

• Expand your knowledge on issues of digital
journalism, reporting for 2010, community media, investigative
journalismand more as you listen to interesting and

influential
speakers in these fields

• Engage and debate with other conference delegates from all

over Africa

• More than 18 different workshops to choose from and you can
attend as many as you want.
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By Thandeka Mapi and
Gabi Falanga

B

ambara, Lingala, Fula, isiZulu
and Swahili: no, they’re not
names of pan-African Highway Africa delegates, but five of the
nine African languages used on a new
blogging platform called Maneno. The
project started a year ago and is run
by six people from different countries,
spanning from Cameroon to America.
Elia Varela Serra, a co-founder of
the website, says: “We are not exactly
using open source, but one can translate into any language, so that means
any language can be used in the site
and blogs are not edited.”
“We realised that African languages are treated as inferior,” Serra said,
“people are not Internet-literate and if
they can blog in their own language
that might help boost Internet literacy.” The issues faced by broadcasting
in African languages do not end with
technology: “A lot of countries do not
include African languages in the context of education,” added Serra.
“The motivation for this platform is
to normalise the status of African languages,” Serra says. “We need more
content from citizens to minimise the
negative stereotypes about the African
continent, and blogging can break the
bad image about Africa.”
Serra hopes that 2010 will inspire an
increase in coverage in other languages. “I hope that media coverage of
the World Cup won’t be dominated by
English.” However, this will be a challenge in African countries where many

By Vincent Huck
Highway Africa revient cette année
avec une nouvelle saveur. En effet
sous le thème, reporterage africain, l’édition 2009 contrairement aux
années précedentes, concentrera les
débats sur le contenu de l’information
plutôt que sur les technologies au
service de l’info.
Durant trois jours, les 500 participants
venus de tout le continent débâteront
sur les questions soulevées par la
couverture médiatique de la prochaine
coupe du monde, mais s’interrogeront
également sur comment couvrir le
développement et la démocratie en
Afrique. “J’ai choisi ce thème et ces
sous- thèmes, parce que se sont les
questions brûlantes du moment,” a
révélé Chris Kabwato, directeur de la
conference.
Au dela d’un conférence, Highway
Africa, est une tentative pour construire un reseau d’échange entre
professionels de l’information. Pour
cette raison l’un de ses principaux

Elia Varela
Serra from
Spain and Eduardo Avila from
Bolivia made
presentations
on how some
marginlised
languages are
making their
presence felt
on the Internet.
Photo: Steven
Lang
people are not Internet literate, have
no education in non-African languages,
and do not have access to electricity
and connectivity.
Serra feels it is important for people
to have multilingual Internet access,

challenge est la barrière linguistique
entre les différentes Afriques. “jusqu’a
present nous n’avons pas vraiment
reussi à provoquer un dialogue entre
ceux qui parlent francais et ceux qui
parlent anglais,” à avouer Kabwato. “mais je suis confiant que nous y
arriverons grâce à notre collaboration avec l’ambassade de France et
l’organisation international de la francophonie.” En effet ces deux partenariats ont été renforcer cette année
offrant plus de matériels dans les deux
langues. “Mais l’objectif est d’arriver
à produire l’ensemble de notre documentation en anglais et en francais,”
explique Kabwato. “il serai aussi
nécessaire d’avoir au moins un francophone dans le comité d’organisation. À
ce moment là les choses comenceront
vraiment à changer,” a-t-il ajouté. Au
delà de la comunauté francophone,
Highway Africa acceuil également
quelques représentants de l’Afrique
lusophone sans oublier les représentants d’Afrique de l’Est et leur délicieux
Swahili.

Le développement et la démocratie en Afrique sont les questions brûlantes du moment explique Chris Kabwato. Photo: Tawedzerwa Zhou

not only so their voices can be heard,
but also because language is an
essential part of one’s culture and
identity. Using only one language
results in exclusion and is detrimental
to democracy.

In order for tools to be developed in
different languages, there needs to be
a critical mass of content. This means
encouraging people to blog in their
own languages and starting collaborative translation projects.

Two months ago Maneno also
launched a website called barcompafrica for African countries to advertise
events and exchange experiences.
Maneno can be accessed at
www.maneno.org

By Lara Salomon

unreasonable to expect people in
Africa only to focus on digital mediums. “Certainly in our part of the world
we can’t ignore traditional media too”,
he admits. “The key is to find ways to
integrate them.”
Many audience members explained
that this integration is already in
place. A number of delegates from
Uganda spoke about methods that
are being used to ensure that the
voices of the citizens are heard, and
that their concerns are raised. One
woman explained that her company
creates discussion groups for members of the community, where they are
encouraged to suggest topics of discussion. Their opinions are then gathered and posted on a blog, listing the
contributors at the end. This forum is
printed out and distributed to those
contributors and other members of
the community.
It is these kinds of stories that make
Davidson enjoy conferences such as
the DCI. “It’s great to bring people
together to share ideas and to talk
and think about how we can improve
things.”

“Often the mainstream media agenda
is very narrow,” says Brett Davidson,
an independent media consultant, “so
a range of stories and issues don’t
get attention”.
This is why Davidson believes that
citizen journalism can often be more
valuable. “It provides an opportunity
for ordinary people to talk for themselves and tell their own stories… to
set our own agenda, cover the issues
we want to, in the ways we want to.”
Davidson introduced Hivos Citizen
Journalism in Africa Project to attendants at the Digital Citizen Indaba (DCI)
yesterday. The project, which has been
running in seven countries across the
continent since 2007, introduces a
large range of people to citizen journalism through training workshops.
Davidson explains that this training is “a mix of tools and content”. It
involves teaching participants what citizen journalism is, while teaching them
how to use the tools of citizen journalism, such as blogging.
However, Davidson believes it is
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Amanda
Mathe, Thulani
Mdletshe, Anele
Ngwenya, Hunadi
Ralebipi, Rose
Molefe and
friends boogie at
the DCI opening
reception.

Ronald Jongwe recites a poem at the opening of the
Digital Citizen Indaba held at the Great Hall during
the opening reception.

Makana Municipality Mayor Vumile Lwana was the
host of the DCI opening function.

Chwayitisa
Futshane, Hunadi
Violet Ralebipi and friends
dance at Digital
Citizen Indaba
opening function.
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